RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

st Race The Mesmerising Plate
1
WELCOME CHAKKARAM
Oty19 - 11 ⁄

Cl-V, 0-25

nd Race The Abs Fabs Plate
2
MY PASSION
Oty19 - 26 ⁄

Cl-IV, 20-45

5 19513

1800 Mts.
2211⁄19468

met interference at about the 850 metres. Md19-20 drifted out entering
the straight. 2612⁄191088 slow to start losing about 3 lengths. 81⁄2012510 jumped awkwardly inwards at the start was affected.
BETTY BOOP
Md19-20 - 2811⁄19546 threw its head up as the start was affected. 81⁄201257 jumped awkwardly inwards
1
as the start was affected. 23 ⁄201526 Apprentice Jockey was fined for negotiating the bend wide for no apparent reason.
GARDINER
Md19-20 - 2911⁄19666 jumped awkwardly slow to start losing about 2 to 3 lengths. 2612⁄191026 met
interference at the start. 72⁄201652 Jockey was severely cautioned for shifting in under the use of the whip in the last 200 meters.
BE MY SECRET
Md19-20 - 712⁄19757 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths. 291⁄2016411 met interference at the start.

2000 Mts.

5 19867

66⁄191098
9

An enquiry has been opened into the running and riding.
jumped
awkwardly inwards & stumbled negotiating the 800 metre bend unbalancing the rider momentarily. Md19-20 - 151⁄20137 received check
at the start.
REGAL TRIBUTE
Md19-20 - 311⁄19240 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary Grounds, Cellulitis- Both fore
5
12
fetlocks. 13 ⁄1982 fly jumped as the start was affected. 81⁄201230 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds, suffering from
right fore cellulitis. 82⁄201726 received check soon after the start.
SIFAN
Md19-20 - 221⁄201455 Jockey was fined for dropping his hands before passing the post whereby he
may have lost 4th place. 82⁄201722 met interference in 50 meters after the start.
GLORIOUS WIND
Oty19 - 144⁄1915 Jockey was severely cautioned for not covering ground between the 1000 metres
12
and the 600 metres. Md19-20 - 19 ⁄19888 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths. 291⁄201643 met interference at the start.
DEAN’S GREY
Md19-20 - 2610⁄191812 met interference at the start and jumped awkwardly outward. 311⁄19228 met
interference 300 metres till the winning post. 1411⁄19367 Apprentice was cautioned for losing his reigns momentarily passing the 200
metres.

rd Race The K.Srinivasan Memorial Trophy Div - II
Cl-III, 40-65
3
STAR CONVOY
Md19-20 - 22 ⁄ 44 jumped awkwardly outwards and bumped at the start.
11 19

1200 Mts.

8

ROYAL SYMPHONY
Oty19 - 55⁄19472 met interference negotiating the final bend. 165⁄19694 was observed to be hanging
out at the 350 meters & had sharp molars on both sides of the jaw.
RED HOT JET
Md19-20 - 2510⁄19108 jumped awkwardly out, thereafter trailed the field. 2211⁄19449 sustained a
superficial injury on the right flank. 231⁄20(153) shied away inwards and lost 3 to 4 lengths.
FORT ST.GEORGE
Oty19 - 55⁄19473 drifted out forcing out while negotiating the final bend. Md19-20 - 81⁄201266 jumped
awkwardly inwards.
HENRIETTA
Oty19 - 305⁄19978 was slow to start, jumped awkwardly and was observed to trail the field by quite a
3
12
distance. Md19-20 - 6 ⁄1969 jumped awkwardly outward. 2512⁄191013 jumped awkwardly outwards.
GLORIOUS VICTORY
Md19-20 - 911⁄19323 jumped awkwardly inwards.
PAPPA RICH
Oty19 - 66⁄191110 was permitted to be withdrawn on veterinary grounds before being led into the
paddock as the gelding was trotting lame on left fore in the saddling enclosure.
SILVERMAN
Md19-20 - 231⁄201555 met interference passing the 750 meters.
EYES OF FALCON
Md19-20 - 231⁄201534 shied away inwards and lost 3 to 4 lengths.

th Race The K.Srinivasan Memorial Trophy Div - I
Cl-III, 40-65
4
LORD ASCOT
Md18-19 - 16 ⁄ (207) Jockey was fiend for improper use of the whip. Oty19 - 28 ⁄

1200 Mts.

th Race The Sans Craintes Million
5
LORDSHIP
Md19-20 - 9

1200 Mts.

4 19352 was observed
8

3 19

to hang out in the straight. 245⁄19(82) slipped momentarily passing the 800 metres passage. Md19-20 - 231⁄20155 was slow to start
losing about a length.
ROSEBROOK
Md19-20 - 2811⁄19579 reared up as the start was affected and was slow to start thereafter losing about
8 to 10 lengths.
QUEEN OF VENICE
Oty19 - 305⁄19957 drifted wide out while negotiating the 800 metre bend. Md19-20 - 1810⁄1924 jumped
11
awkwardly out. 22 ⁄19(43) was inclined to hang in in the straight.
ARITHMETICA
Md19-20 - 2610⁄19156 met interference and lost about 2 lengths in the process & Jockey was fined a
sum for his incompetent riding on his mount in the straight. sustained an injury on the left oral commissure. 72⁄2017110 met interference
at about the 400 meters.
BRANKA
Oty19 - 136⁄19(123) lost its left for shoe during the race. Md19-20 - 81⁄201265 met interference at the
start. and burst its blood vessels.
TRENDING PRINCESS
Md19-20 - 911⁄193311 swerved out immediately after the start despite jockeys efforts and ended on
the outer sand track and took no practical part in the race.
11⁄19(26)

jaw and first premolar caps.

Cl-T., Terms

jumped awkwardly outwards and was found to have wolf teeth on right upper

STAR CAVIAR
Md19-20 - 2211⁄19425 was observed to be hanging out negotiating the final bend lost its right hind
4
1
shoe during the race. 1 ⁄20111 jumped awkwardly outwards and tried to veer out before being controlled by the jockey, further was
inclined to hang in throughout the race. 151⁄20(136) jumped awkwardly outwards.
STAR TEMPLAR
Md19-20 - 141⁄201337 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths and lacked initial speed.
VACHAN

Md19-20 - 141⁄201332 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang in in the straight.

CARACAS

Bg19-20 - 261⁄201225 was running green throughout the race.

th Race The South India St.Leger (grade Ii)
Cl-T, Terms
2800 Mts.
6
MY OPINION
My19 - 10 ⁄ 92 An enquiry is being held into the manner of riding & received checked thereby losing
10 19

2

some ground, passing 1800 metres.
CALL OF THE BLUE
BgS19 - 296⁄198711 met interference soon after the start. HyM19 - 48⁄19(40) jockey was cautioned for
excessive use of whip.
HERE AND NOW
BgS19 - 185⁄1960 An enquiry is being held into the running and riding. 28⁄191686 planted and lost many
11
lengths at the start. Bg19-20 - 22 ⁄19132 met interference on his outside approaching 600 Metres.

th Race The Civil Services Cup
7
DONT DILLY DALLY
Oty19 - 13 ⁄

6 191262

Cl-III, 40-65

1400 Mts.

slipped from fore at about the 800 metres.

CAMILA
Md19-20 - 2510⁄19(9) was observed to be hanging out in the straight and Jockey was severely
cautioned for dropping his hands well before passing the post. 311⁄19247 was hanging out passing the 1100 metres and while negotiating
the 600 metre bend drifted wide out despite his efforts and Jockey suspend for the unsatisfactory riding. 231⁄201548 met interference
and lost about 2 to 3 lengths and Jockey reported that after colliding with CHAITANYA at about the 350 metres he felt something was
wrong with the hind action of his mount and hence he stopped riding thereafter.
DEMERARA
Md19-20 - 291⁄20(160) Apprentice Jockey was cautioned for not making sufficient efforts to maintain
a straight course in the final stages of the race.
VINTAGE BRUT
Oty19 - 146⁄19(130) jumped awkwardly outwards. Md19-20 - 21⁄201190 was permitted to be withdrawn
as Trainer declared a jockey who does not hold a license under the Madras Race Club Rules of Racing. 151⁄201382 Jockey fined for
shifting in under use of the whip in the final stages of the race.
ROYAL RULES
Md19-20 - 2510⁄1995 was slow to start losing about 3 to 4 lengths and Jockey was fined a sum for not
3
11
being alert at the gates. 14 ⁄1937 was slow to start losing about 3 lengths and was observed to be hanging in, in the Straight. 712⁄19792
was slow to start losing about 4 to 5 lengths and was observed to be hanging in despite jockey’s efforts 291⁄201612 was slow to start
losing about 4 lengths. 82⁄201753 met interference in the final stages of the race.
RAFAELE
Oty19 - 76⁄191199 ran fiercely in the early part of the race and the jockey was unable to control his
mount forcing out SONG OF GLORY. Md19-20 - 2211⁄194411 was observed to drop back passing the 350 metres, trailed the field.
HADAR
Oty19 - 136⁄191248 met interference at the start. Md19-20 - 1810⁄1960 stumbled as the start was
affected dislodging the rider.
LADY RHINO
Md19-20 - 2610⁄19163 met interference 50 metres from the winning post. 231⁄201549 Jockey was fined
for injudicious riding while settling his mount in the early stages of the race.
CITY OF SAILS
HyM19 - 1410⁄1917611 met interference soon after the start. Md19-20 - 2211⁄194410 was fractious in
the stalls and lost about 3 to 4 lengths as the start was affected and further trailed the field.
PLATINI
Oty19 - 66⁄191107 slipped and stumbled passing the 800 metres and broke its stride. Md19-20 1312⁄19824 met interference as the start was affected. 21⁄201187 slow to start losing about 2 lengths.

th Race The Madurai Plate
8
WONDERFUL ERA

Cl-IV, 20-45

1400 Mts.

1810⁄1973

Md19-20 met interference at the start. and Jockey reported the loss of whip at about the
300 meters. 2911⁄19612 was slow to start losing about a length and the filly was hanging out and was able to secure second place at best.
2512⁄191016 bumped negotiating the bend. 151⁄201386 met interference passing the 300 metres.
LADY LOVE
Md18-19 - 2711⁄18572 doubt for his incompetent riding. 161⁄191245 jumped awkwardly inwards at the
start and returned lame on right fore. 202⁄191686 Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to hang in for major part of the race ’was
lame on right fore’. Md19-20 - 2211⁄19439 scoping the filly was found have ILH Grade 4 (Epiglotic Paralysis/Roaring).
DARING DANCER
Md19-20 - 2911⁄19602 met interference at the start. 2512⁄19962 was slow to start losing about 2 lengths.
ATACAMA
Md19-20 - 1312⁄19812 Jockey was severely cautioned for not making greater efforts in controlling his
8
12
mount. 25 ⁄1996 jumped awkwardly inwards and Jockey was severely cautioned for not making sufficient efforts to control his mount
and brushing the inner railings from the 1100 metres till about the 800 metres. 21⁄201177 met interference negotiating the final bend.
231⁄201535 jumped awkwardly inwards.
STAR PROOF
Oty19 - 315⁄191028 reared up as the start was affected losing about 2 to 3 lengths. 66⁄191094 met
interference lost 3 to 4 lengths & drifted wide out negotiating the 800metre bend & Jockey was fined for excessive use of the whip.
Md19-20 - 1810⁄1925 jumped awkwardly inwards. 231⁄201577 was very keen and took off passing the 900 metres despite Jockey’s efforts
resulting in a long lead and the gelding dropping back from the 200 metres.
INTOX
Md19-20 - 2512⁄191017 jumped awkwardly inwards and met interference at the start.
MAGICAL WISH
Md19-20 - 2610⁄19184 jumped awkwardly and lost about a length or two & sustained superficial injury
on right fore pastern. 291⁄201606 met interference at the start and again passing the 450 meters.
FAMOUS QUEEN
Md19-20 - 311⁄19204 met interference at the start and Jockey was severely cautioned for shifting in
entering the straight for no apparent reason. 2612⁄1910311 met interference at the start and Jockey reported that his mount lacked initial
speed and completely dropped back entering the straight whereby he had to stop riding. 151⁄201389 drifted out passing the 300 metres.

BEAUTIFUL PRINCESS
Oty18 - 185⁄182211 slow to start losing about 2 lengths. Md19-20 - 2512⁄19964 received a check and
lost about 2 to 3 lengths.
BENIN BRONZE
Oty19 - 66⁄191097 sustained superficial injury on right hind fetlock. Md19-20 - 2911⁄19600 was
permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary grounds, Injury on left fore pastern. 2612⁄191080 was permitted to be withdrawn on Veterinary
Grounds, trotting lame on right fore due to sprained fetlock.
ARAZINGER
Md19-20 - 2811⁄19550 played up while in the Starting stall and the bridle came off due to which the filly
was permitted to be withdrawn. 2612⁄191042 jumped awkwardly outwards and received check and dropped back soon after the start.
151⁄2013711 stumbled at the start losing about 3 lengths and met interference negotiating the final bend. 291⁄201596 jumped awkwardly
outwards. 72⁄2016710 sustained puncture wound on left shoulder.
SHELOMI
Oty19 - 146⁄191310 was permitted to be withdrawn due to non availability of a replacement jockey.
Md19-20 - 2610⁄19186 was slow to start losing about a length & sustained superficial injury on right fore pastern. 2911⁄19605 jumped
awkwardly outwards and veered out losing about 4 to 5 lengths in the process. 1312⁄19869 was observed to hang out and drifted wide
out negotiating the final bend.

